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The Railroad
Revolt of 1877

his article comes from the Washington Post
September 4, 2017 issue. The article is titled,
“Labor Day’s Radical Roots: Rail Revolt.” The article
includes a Library of Congress illustration depicting
a telegraph operator sending instructions to striking
railroad works on August 11, 1877. Here is the
Washington Post article, written by Fredrick Kunkle:
It started with a trainload of cattle. In summer
1877, the United
States endured
an outbreak of
labor unrest
so widespread
and violent that
some thought a
new American
revolution was
in the offing,
this time
tinged with
the communist
ideals that had
just burned
through France.
The Great
Railroad Strike
of 1877 began
in Martinsburg,
West Virginia on
July 16, when
railroad workers
responded to yet
another pay cut by shutting down the yard. Violent
clashes broke out, and from there the trouble raced
along the railroad lines into Baltimore, Pittsburg,
Chicago and St. Louis, building in ferocity as it went.
Nearly two square miles of Pittsburgh went up in
flames. Mobs of police and mobs of rioters hunted
each other down in Chicago. The strike disrupted

the B&O, the Erie and the Pennsylvania railroads,
swept up miners, iron workers, longshoremen and
canal boatmen, and touched places as far apart
as Worcester, Massachusetts, and San Francisco,
California, as far south as Nashville, Tennessee and
Galveston, Texas. In some places, the strike erased
the color line between white and black workers, at
least for a while.
By the time
the strike was
put down,
an estimated
100,000 workers
took part and
about 100
people were
dead. It was
the closest the
young nation
had come to
a nationwide
general strike
and pointed
to the need
for a more
progressive
future.
“Many
Americans
would look back
to the summer
of 1877 as a
turning point,” writes Phillip Dray, whose book,
“There Is Power in a Union,” documents U.S. labor
history. The spark came when John W. Garrett,
President of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,
signed off on a 10 percent wage cut. It knocked a
brakeman’s daily wage to $1.35 and was the second
such cut in a year. It also came as Americans were
continued on page 4
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Your Articles and Stories: MTC is always looking for original
photographs, stories and articles about your experiences in telegraphy or
radiotelegraphy. Please send articles and news stories to the Editor of Dots
& Dashes.
Telegraph Talks and Demonstrations: If you or your local chapter
should schedule any demonstrations, talks or other special events, please
notify the International President so he can publish your event in our
on-line calendar.
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The next issue of Dots & Dashes is scheduled for
publication on December 30th, with submission
deadline three weeks prior to that date.

* This ad runs routinely in the World Radio News:

Morse Telegraph Club
Landline Morse is Alive and well!

Dots & Dashes newsletter
The Ace Holman national telegraph office & hub
Internet Telegraphy Railroad Telegraphy
Morse Telegraph demonstration
Learn more about the history of the telegraph or
simply enjoy using American Morse Code and
authentic telegraph equipment.

www.morsetelegraphclub.org

Sidewire

President’s Line

Comments from the
Editor of Dots & Dashes

Jim Wades, President
Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.

By Jim Wilson
The FALL issue of Dots & Dashes
marks the annual transition from
hot summer into cold winter. The
autumn season, with its not-too-hot
and not-too-cold weather, is your final
chance during 2017 to participate in
a telegraph demo. So, if you are able, please do
participate in a Morse demonstration.
Some of you are concerned about the length of
time the mail service takes to deliver your issue
of Dots & Dashes. Our bulk mailing service
to Canada often takes as long as six weeks
from mailing to delivery. This seems to be an
excessive delay. We are looking into ways to
speed up the delivery of Dots & Dashes to you.
Here is some news that will tickle your
gizzard. I have initiated the design of a first
class U.S. postage stamp commemorating the
electric telegraph! Recall that Morse and Vail
demonstrated the electric telegraph to the
U.S. Congress on May 24, 1844. One hundred
and seventy-five years will have passed by
May 24, 2019. By that date, I hope to have
a commemorative postage stamp available
for sale. The design and approval process for
postage stamps takes up to two years, so wish
me luck that I can get everything done in time
for our 175th anniversary. This will be my gift
to you.
Recall that the electric telegraph was the
first practical use of electricity and that
the telegraph marked the beginning of the
worldwide electronics revolution. Be proud
that you were a telegraph operator or that you
use Morse code on the amateur radio bands.
Continue to tell the world about this historic
innovation, this communications marvel, the
electric telegraph.

A

s I write this column, the United States and
Caribbean Islands have been hit with three
significant hurricanes in just a couple of months.
Many are expressing sudden surprise as they
learn that our infrastructure is not invincible.
The power grid, cellular telephone networks and
even roads and highways in less developed areas
are occasionally disabled or destroyed, forcing
people back to an almost primitive existence.
Whereas older generations were a bit more
self-sufficient, modern technology has dulled
that instinct a bit. In the “old days” on the farm,
if the electricity went out, one just lit a couple of
kerosene lanterns. The telephone wasn’t a source
of entertainment or news, but rather a simple
communications device that hung on the wall. If
it didn’t work for a few days, it only meant fewer
interruptions. Food was, well…conveniently
located. Of course, things are different in
modern urban and technological societies where
dependence on distributed infrastructure and
instantaneous services increases with each
passing day. Some might even argue that
self- sufficiency is inversely proportional to
technological advancement in our modern world.
One group that has stepped up in the current
disaster situation is the Amateur Radio Service.
Their response makes for an interesting
contrast in attitudes about technology. During
the initial days of these events, it was often
the basic modes, such as radiotelegraphy and
voice methods that were utilized. In Puerto
Rico, for example, nearly three weeks into the
hurricane most communications were still being
handled by what some might call “basic common
denominator” methods.
Ham radio volunteers have also re-learned
the lesson that gasoline is often a very scarce
commodity after a major disaster. Powering high
power transmitters and computer peripherals
requires more fuel, whereas a simple lowpower radiotelegraph transceiver can operate
indefinitely using battery power and a portable
solar panel.
continued on page 5
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continued from front page
still struggling after the Panic of 1873, one of the
worst economic skids ever seen.
B&O workers in Baltimore tried to stage a protest
but were thwarted by police. So the action moved
down the line to Martinsburg, the terminus of that
B&O section.
On July 16, a cattle train’s crew walked off the
job, leaving the beef to roast in the heat. Then a
brakeman led workers in decoupling trains so that
they couldn’t leave the yard. Police moved in but
were driven off. West Virginia’s governor called up
the local militia.
The militia took command of the cattle train the
next day and got it moving, but they were met by
strikers, one of whom threw a switch to divert the
train. Shots were exchanged: One striker was killed,
and a militia member was wounded. West Virginia
Governor Henry M. Mathews called on President
Rutherford B. Hayes to send federal troops. Hayes
complied.
Major General W. H. French arrived in
Martinsburg with 200 soldiers of the 4th U.S.
Artillery and the hope, Dray writes, that a show
of bayonets would be enough to restore order. The
soldiers, without help from B&O workers, got the
trains running.
But the strikers began a low-grade guerrilla
conflict. Railroad workers, joined now by miners, iron
workers and boatmen from the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal, hid under bridges or behind blind curves,
emerging to ambush trains with stones or block their
tracks with debris.
Maryland governor John Lee Carroll, seeing his
neighboring state in turmoil, called out the Maryland
National Guard in Baltimore and dispatched then
to Cumberland, a key B&O junction not far from
Martinsburg. As 5th Regiment guardsmen marched
from the city’s armory to Camden Station, Baltimore
factory workers came into the street to cheer – until
work got out about why the soldiers were afoot. And
soon the cheering crowd became a stone throwing
mob.
More troops were summoned, only to make
things worse. As the Maryland National Guard’s
6th Regiment followed the same path, thousands
of protesters, perhaps tens of thousands – “a mob
composed of the worst elements in the city,” as the
New York Times put it – let loose with bricks.
Some soldiers ran. Others fled into the air. Some
fired into the mob, killing 10 people.
By now, the rage had traveled the rails to
Pittsburgh, the country’s industrial heart. Trouble
began after the Pennsylvania Railroad ordered that
all trains go in “doubleheaders” – a configuration
Dots & Dashes • Fall 2017 • Page 4

using two locomotives that forced one crew to do the
work of two.
“Not in Pittsburg,” the strikers said. Once again,
police were powerless to intervene, and local
militia stacked arms in sympathy with the strike.
Pennsylvania Governor John F. Hartranft summoned
the Pennsylvania National Guard from Philadelphia,
the Iron City’s cross-state rival.
The Philadelphia troops – many Civil War veterans
– arrived in a train pummeled by stones and chunks
of coal dumped on them during the journey. They
were heavily armed, with artillery and a Gatling
gun. On Saturday, July 21, at the corner of Liberty
Avenue and 28tth Street, the soldiers clashed with a
mob of about 6,000 people. Shots were fired, killing
at least 20 more people.
“Shot in cold blood by the Roughs of Philadelphia,”
a local newspaper blared. “The Lexington of Labor
Conflict Is at Hand.”
The mob looted gun shops and weaponized freight
cars loaded with coal, setting them on fire and rolling
them downhill toward the roundhouse where the
soldiers had sheltered. By the next morning, the
soldiers had no choice but to flee under fire, and their
Gatling gun was put to use. A chunk of the city had
been put to the torch.
Chicago was next. Leaders of the Workingmen’s
Party – which was heavily influenced by Marxism
and was a forerunner of the Socialist Party –
addressed a crowd of 30,000 people in downtown
Chicago to form a “Grand Army of Labor, “Dray
writes. “Pittsburg! Pittsburgh!” the cry went up.
Then violence broke out, and 30 people more died.
In St. Louis, a relatively peaceful general strike
shut down everything – and from that reason most
frightened the leaders of industry, Dray writes.
Talk spread of an “American Commune,” and the
Workingmen’s Party led about 10,000 in a parade
singing, “La Marseillaise.” But martial law was
declared, arrests were made, and the Great strike
was on its way to becoming memory.
Afterward, the railroad barons were unrepentant.
The B&O’s Garrett thought the soldiers should have
killed more strikers. Others dismissed the unrest
as the doings of foreign subversives. Politicians
instead focused on strengthening the National
Guard, often by building armories. But despite losing
the strike, laborers also changed perceptions: In
growing numbers, Americans came to believe that
government should do more for social justice.
“What labor won was a new appreciation of its
own strength,” Dray writes, “and of the power of the
strike.”

on to
your driving and avoid climbing ladders
President’s Line continued
Yes. “Morse Code” lives; perhaps not in the
form we used for railroad and commercial
telegraphy, but it is alive and well in the form of
the Continental Code and, it appears to remain
relevant. Now…if we could just convince our
Amateur Radio brethren to practice handling
a bit of message traffic in nets, we might see a
more efficient communications response to such
operations, but, as the old saying goes; “one can
lead the horse to water, but…..”
Dues Time Again:
As I write this column, we are moving into
that time of year when dues notices will once
again be issued. Please note that we have a new,
enthusiastic International Secretary/Treasurer.
The new dues notices will ask that payment be sent
to a new address. Please be prompt when doing so.
It greatly eases the administrative burden inherent
in the process.
Old photos and documents:
Dots and Dashes might be viewed as our
collective “scrap book.” Over the decades, our
journal has collected the personal stories and
memories of those who have worked in the
telegraph and railroad industry. Some museums
pay dues to the Morse Telegraph Club each year
to ensure that our journal becomes part of their
archive.

By contributing your photos and stories to MTC
for publication in our journal, you help preserve the
history of telegraphy. Even recollections of small
events can do much to communicate the nuances of
life in the telegraph profession.
Do you have old Chapter newsletters, old photos
that you inherited from past MTC members
of officers? Why not share them with us? Such
memories often disappear with time as members
pass on and their children or grandchildren fail
to see the significance of old files, newsletters or
photographs.
The preservation of first-hand accounts of
experiences in the railroad or telegraph industry
are every bit as important (if not more so) as the
preservation of antique telegraph instruments.
It should go without saying that MTC is not just
a collector’s group, but rather, a fraternity of
individuals who have experience in the railroad
and telegraph industry or an interest in preserving
and learning about that history.
Old newsletters and documents can be sent
to your International President for sorting and
archiving. Interesting photos and stories are
typically scanned and sent to the Editor of Dots
and Dashes for inclusion in our journal.
Let’s work together to preserve telegraph history.

73,
Jim Wades

Calling all Chapter SecretaryTreasurers/Non-Chapter Members

A

s your new International Secretary/Treasurer,
I am updating the MTC membership roster.
I am establishing a list of members by Chapter.
For Chapters that haven’t already done so, please
send your updated 2017 membership list and the
Chapter Annual Report. Please denote “Silent
Keys” and dropped members for the past year
Individual Members, if you haven’t already done
so, please send your 2017 renewal checks, along
with your email address (if you have one).
I very much appreciate all that you do to support
the Morse Telegraph Club. It was my pleasure to
have served as the President of the WashingtonBaltimore Chapter for ten years before retiring
in 2007 and moving to California from Northern
Virginia. I now live in Coronado, CA, and serve
as a volunteer docent giving tours of the historic
Hotel del Coronado.

All mail should be directed to:
Richard Williams,
International Secretary Treasurer
Morse Telegraph Club
PO Box 181591
Coronado, CA 92178
Rosters, in Excel or Word, can be sent via email to:
runnerrichard@hotmail.com
I may be reached by phone at
(703) 407-7461
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Letters to the Editor

June 22nd

happy holidays

In the latter
part of May, I
visited three
cities where I
once worked as
acommercial
telegrapher in
the late 1940’s:
Saskatoon and
Peter Kotyk, Bliss Cross and Dennis Ogresko
Moose Jaw,
at the Boomtown Railway Station
Saskatchewan
and Winnipeg, Manitoba. In Saskatoon I attended
the annual convention of the Canadian Train
Dispatchers and Rail Traffic Controllers. The
province of Saskatoon has four huge museums,
(each about the size of a city block) built by
the provincial government, called Western
Development Museums. The one in Saskatoon
has a street, about a block long, lined on both
sides with stores, businesses and a café, making
you believe you were back in the last century. It
is called Boomtown. The telegraph office is one
of them, and is wired to a railway station, at the
end of thestreet, so that messages can be sent
in Morse code back and forth. Fivetelegraphers
were on duty: Peter Kotyk, Bliss Cross, Dennis
Ogresko, DonElliott and Fred Abonyi. They were
sending messages and teaching childrenabout the
code. (I actually helped out for a few minutes!) On
each side ofthe street were vintage cars, horse-

Dennis Ogresko, Don Elliott and Fred
Abonyi at the Boomtown Telegraph Office
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drawn buggies, motorcycles, etc.In Moose Jaw, the
theme was Transportation. There was a railway
station,complete with a telegraph office and a train
with an engine and severalcoaches. There were a
number of old airplanes, dozens of old cars,horsedrawn carriages, snowmobiles, sleds, dune buggies
and other means oftransportation that I hadn’t
seen before.While in Moose Jaw, we toured the
underground tunnels that the Americangangster,
Al Capone, used for making booze to be distributed
to the localhotels and transported across the
border to the U.S.A. during ProhibitionDays. There
were hidden rooms-- one hidden behind a bookcase
and falsewalls. The tunnel tours were fascinating
and well worth seeing!I accompanied Chuck
Beckett, former Secretary/Treasurer of the Maple
LeafChapter, and his wife Ann from St. Thomas,
Ontario. It was a “memory” tripfor Chuck, as well.
He went to school in the village of Pense, which
isbetween Moose Jaw and Regina.

Submitted by
Lavina Shaw
July 20th

For many years, I have had a story in mind that
I believe would make a very good book or movie.
It is right up your alley and contains railroad and
ham CW.
Basically, the story is about a young boy who
befriends a railroad telegrapher, grows up with the
code, and dies of old with a key in his hand. The
story contains telegraphy and battle scenes from
the Civil War, WW1 & WW2. Love interests, and
a tear jerking ending. Things that a diversified
crowd would love.
To be honest, if I knew a good writer who would
take this idea and run with it, I would get involved
myself. Bit, I don’t know anyone who could or
would research the scenes involved and write a
book or movie script of my ideas.
Your organization contains writers that put
together articles for your publication. Whether or
not any of them have the talent to write a novel
or movie script is another story. If you think there *

on to your driving and avoid climbing ladders
is merit to all this, I would turn it over to you to
play with. I also think it would make a great movie
without a book first.
I have put together an outline of events that take
place in the movie. With it, one can get the full
picture. I would be willing to send it to you if you
think looking further would be worth the effort. If
all this came to pass, I would only be looking for
credit for the idea and 5% of the profits!

Sincerely,
Edward Biter, Jr.
NS3E of Dover, Delaware
August 4th

You may find the enclosed Wall Street Journal
interesting. This is an example of the old tech
becoming new again.

Richard Bell, WA4BNO
Charlotte, North Carolina
August 8th

This letter is sent in response to your request for
information on William Rupert, whose death was
announced in the current issue of Dots & Dashes,
volume 41, Issue #3, summer 2017. William was an
active member of the Operating Rules Association,
an organization of operating rule officers of the
various railroads in the USA and Canada, who’s
responsible for promulgation, explanations, etc. of
the operating rule books on the various railroads.
I think he was with the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
Not all of the members were telegraph operators in
their earlier careers, but a number were, including
myself. At that time, the organization met twice a
year, in the spring and fall, in various cities in the
United States and Canada.
Once at our meeting in Texas, the airline on
which Bill flew to the meeting, near Brownsville,
lost his luggage and all the clothing he had for the
entire meeting. So for a couple of days, he wore
the same clothes. On most occasions, a railroad
management serving the host city invited us to
meet there and provided us with various aids and
conveniences of our meeting. I served as secretary
for the organization for several years and made
every meeting after my start, during my tenure
as secretary. I also have attended a few meetings
after my retirement on January 1, 1983.
James Gaw, who has had an offer in House
Track in the last several issues was also an active
member of this organization. I appreciate my
membership in the Morse Telegraph Club.

Sincerely,
Mark S. Womack
Chattanooga, Tennessee
PS: I made only one application for railroad
employment, this being in 1941. Various mergers
have made this the current CSX railroad.
August 10th
Regarding the obituary I sent you about the late
Gren Schrader, I apologize for using Brantford ON
when I should have written Brantford Ontario. I
realize that you may not be familiar with the short
forms for the provinces of Canada. Newfoundland
is NF, Prince Edward Island is PE, New Brunswick
is NB, Nova Scotia is NS, Quebec is PQ, Ontario is
ON, Manitoba is MB, Saskatchewan is SK, Alberta
is AB, and British Columbia is BC. All this is for
your information.
The article, “The Extra Board,” by Robert
Haseltime, brought back my memories of working
on “The Spare Board” (as we called it). In 1950, I
was bottom man on the Spare Board for almost one
year. I had only been an operator for three months
when the Chief Dispatcher sent me to Hamilton
“S” Office (a terminal with lots of telegraphy).
When I told the Chief that I had a hard time just
copying my own name on the wire, he replied
that I would only have to copy it when he sent me
somewhere else. He said He was going to make a
first class operator out of me. This he did this with
the cooperation of the Dispatchers I worked with,
copying from the sounder to a typewriter. Sending
with a bug, and using teletype he did this. Three
months later, I got lots of terminal jobs and never
lost a day that year. I still have the Wilcox bug
I bought for $12.95 a few days after starting in
Hamilton.

Don Laycock,
Secretary-Treasurer
Maple leaf ON Chapter
August 11th

I finally received the June 30th Dots & Dashes
this afternoon. On the envelope it states “U.S.
Priority Airmail,” so I can’t understand why it
takes so long to get here. Perhaps President Jim
Wades could look into this.
I was a bit disappointed that the pictures of
the railway station and the telegraph office in
the Western development Museum in Saskatoon
weren’t included with my article. Perhaps you were
Page 7 • Dots & Dashes • Fall 2017
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short on room. Could they be printed in the next
issue? [See Lavina’s pictures on page **.]
I read Jim Wades remarks on Canada’s 150th
anniversary. I have a telegraph display in our local
museum in the 150th Anniversary section; seen
there since February. I was also the guest speaker
at the city’s local heritage meeting in January,
highlighting the 150th and the part played by
the telegraph. My presentation was quite well
received!
I am always reading the “Silent Keys,” as I knew
personally most of the Canadians, having worked
in four provinces and S/T in both Ontario and
British Columbia. Having also visited a number of
the chapters in the U.S, I also knew a few of them
as well.

“Each of us is unique with stories that other people
want to hear.”

[Lavina previously served us as International MTC
Secretary-Treasurer for five years.]

PS: Delmar rarely missed their annual meeting
and loved reading Dots & Dashes. He was a rail
fan but was also proud of his telegraphy skills and
their importance.

Lavina Shaw

August 12th
I read with great interest Robert Haseltine’s
article in the summer 2017 issue of Dots & Dashes.
I hired out on July 7, 1949 on the C&NW Railroad
at Adams, Wisconsin on the Adams Subdivision.
There, I worked on telegraph jobs at Adams Yard
for several years on the second and third shifts. I
went through the same problems that Robert did
as a new man on those jobs, which were very busy,
causing a lot of sweat for a newbie until he got his
telegraphy up to speed copying the code on the
typewriter. I also worked at the interlocking tower
at Wyeville, Wisconsin for several years.
By the time I started on the railroad, Mr.
Haseltine was working in Illinois on a different
subdivision, so I never met him. Like he said
in his letter to the editor, there are not many of
us old C&NW telegraphers left. I would enjoy
corresponding with him discussing those old days.
I am 86 years old and started on the railroad right
out of high school. I enjoy Dots & Dashes very
much.

Sincerely & 73
Mr. Gale J. Roberts, WB9RWW.
August 16th

Got Dots & Dashes OK the other day. Many
thanks for another great job and for printing my
article about Private Henry F. Frizzell. I see you
have printed the “secret message” in Continental
code, or radio code. I translated the message as
Dots & Dashes • Fall 2017 • Page 8

Many thanks for your service.
73,
William Eggelston
August 23rd

My wife’s father was Delmar Gifford. He recently
passed away on Christmas Eve, 2016. We recently
heard from a dear friend of Delmar’s, Roger Sogard,
who was a member of your organization with Delmar.
Roger mentioned to us that there was an article
about Delmar in your latest magazine, Dots &
Dashes. If that is true, we would really like to see it.

Thank you very much
Gene Pearson & Marie Gifford Pearson.

Delmar Gifford, age 96, was listed as a “Silent Key”
on page 20 or the summer issue of Dots & Dashes.
I mailed her a copy of the issue that she requested.
~Editor Jim
September 2nd
Here is a neat small business story. A northern
rural Minnesota amateur radio/telegraph supplier,
not with global multimillion $$ expansion. They
bus in workers from northern Minnesota. The web
site is www.digikey.com/?WT.srch=1.

Debra King
Solon Springs, Wisconsin
September 4th

Yesterday, I finally got around to reading our
September 2017 issue of Smithsonian magazine.
The story on page 15 titled “Fire on the Water”
sounded quite familiar. So I riffled back thought
my stack of Dots & Dashes journals and found it.
On the front page of the spring 2016 issue of Dots
& Dashes was the same story, but with a different
title. “Hero in a Ruined City,” written by Pat
Kelly, describes the explosion of December 6, 1917
at Halifax, Nova Scotia in a different light. This
version of the story emphasized the heroism of the
telegraph operator, Vincent Colman, who saved so
many lives by his brave and selfless action.

Jim Wilson

*
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September 14th

September 28th

I recently ran across this picture of the 1893 ORT
convention in Toronto. One might call it a window
into the past.
Of particular interest is the jewels of office
worn by the ORT officers. They resemble those
of the fraternal associations of the day, such as
the Masons, Odd Fellows K of P and the like. If
one looks at old constitutions and by-laws of the
ORT, much of the terminology is also similar to
that of the Masonic organizations, which served
as a prototype for many fraternal and early labor
organizations.
While still a predominantly male gathering,
there are a number of women present. One can
also assume they were probably good operators
and sufficiently respected by their male peers to be
selected as delegates.
One thing I found interesting was the fashions.
One can see the relationship between the
menswear and the relative ages of the men, with
the looming transition from the Victorian to
Edwardian era well represented.
There is also some evidence of the difficult
conditions of the times portrayed in the faces of
some of the delegates. The early loss of teeth, some
evidence of the burden of illness in an era before
advanced medical techniques, and so forth. Also
interesting is the gentleman in the top hat holding
his young daughter, who appears to be asleep.
While not certain, he appears to be the secretary/
treasurer of the Grand Chapter.
I thought some of our MTC brethren might
enjoy having a brief look into the past. It’s a bit
bittersweet and perhaps even a little haunting to
see these faces looking at us from the mists of time
and knowing that all have long passed on. Even
the little girl asleep on her father’s shoulder likely
now sleeps beneath the lilacs.

The following is an original discussion about the
origin or the International distress signal SOS. It is
more of a fable, something that may have occurred. I
will leave it to your Dots & Dashes readers to decide.
Almost everyone has heard about or knows about
the ubiquitous three letters used to call for help or
assistance – the infamous: SOS. Boy Scouts, who may
be working on a merit badge in communications know
how to send the SOS signal with their flashlight. Three
short flashes of light followed by three long flashes and
then three more short flashes of light -- Presto: SOS!
On paper the SOS is depicted as: dot dot dot / dash
dash dash / dot dot dot.
Over a short wave radio receiver SOS sounds like: dit
dit dit / dah dah dah / dit dit dit.
A person who is in distress might spell our SOS using
sticks or stones so that any over flying aircraft will be
able to identify their location and activate a search
party to assist in their rescue.
How did the letters SOS become associated with
distress? Some believe SOS means “Save Our Ship” but
that is not true or is unlikely.
Consulting several encyclopedias, I discovered
that there is no definition for the letters SOS. In
desperation, (My brother thinks I need a hobby), I
contacted my daughter, a French teacher. Most of the
words use in a radio distress message are in French,
such as PAN, MAY-DAY, etc. So I asked, “How do you
call for help in French?” She responded, help in French
is AU-SECORE! In English this is pronounced OHSECORE!
Oh my gosh, I said . . . I could just see this sinking
ship on the high seas – with the captain yelling in
French to the ship’s Morse Code Radio Operator –
SEND OH SECORE! SEND OH SCORE! The telegraph
operator would be tapping out in Morse code: OS OS
OS!
Maybe this is stretching it a bit, but then, hey, you
never know!

73,
James Wades
President of MTC September 28th

David F. Quaglina
Williamsville, New York

*
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September 29th
I just wanted to send you a quick note to thank
you for sending us a copy the spring 2016 edition
of Dots & Dashes. I very much enjoyed reading the
article on Vincent Coleman by Pat Kelly (and all
the other articles!).
I don’t know if you’re familiar with the Historica
Canada Heritage Minute about the Halifax
Explosion, but Vince Coleman’s story is the focal

point. Here is the link: www.historicacanada.
ca/content/heritage-minutes/halifax-explosion. I
thought it might interest you and other members
of your organization. The whole series is quite
beloved and frequently quoted by a particular
generation of Canadians. Enjoy!

Thanks again,Julia Clarke
Visitor Services Officer
Dartmouth Heritage Museum

Thanks to the Thomas Edison "TD" chapter in Michigan
for a donation of $500 to the Morse Telegraph Club!

A Newsboy Recollects
the Days of Trains in
Carrollton, Ohio
This article is copied from Dots & Dashes Fall issue 2013. The article was written in 1961 by Lynn
Wilson, father of your editor, Jim Wilson. MTC Brother Wilson served as Secretary-Treasurer of the MTC
Washington-Baltimore Chapter for many years until his demise in 1993.

I

remember walking through the starry winter
nights to the Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway
station and waiting for the 9:30 passenger train
from Canton, Ohio. In the station there were
Morse messages clicking away, and Shobe Semple,
the telegraph operator, would tell the people that
the 9:30 train would arrive on time.
The big headlight would appear from the curve
at the Pottery and shine down the rails.
The silence of a dark and snowy winter night
would be shattered to pieces by the black
immensity of the locomotive roaring at us.
This vivid scene of bygone days flashes before
me now, the great headlight passing...streams of
sparks billowing from under the engine wheels.
Now the light from the open door of the mail car
slowing, passing.
Hissing, creaking, grating passenger cars come
next. The old conductor makes steps appear, and a
large footstool is placed so that everyone may come
down with their suitcases and boxes.
Lots of white steam is hissing from under the
cars and people seem to be walking out of the
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clouds on the platform. Joe Patterson is loading
his pony wagon with mail bags thrown down from
the train. The express men are loading their red
wheeled wagons with all the things that Carrollton
needs. The people in the waiting room have
already boarded the train for Sherrodsville.
Finally, my bundle of papers is thrown down.
Now the conductor looks at his big silver biscuit
watch, climbs back aboard with his footstool, pulls
twice on a string overhear and our train departs
with its red lanterns flickering on the rear car.
Down the street past “Stick” Westfalls’s
confectionery comes a small boy carrying a large
bundle. There are important men waiting at Ralph
Sterling’s Drug Store for their night newspaper...
Ed Swann, Jim Fiedler and some other men I don’t
know.
Now the old steam passenger train is gone, the
important men are gone, but the meeting of the
night train is a never-ending thrill for a former
Carrollton newsboy.

on to your driving and avoid climbing ladders

Wall Street Journal News Article:
Rediscovering TV Antennas

I

n his letter to the editor dated August 4, 2017,
Richard Bell of Charlotte, North Carolina,
refers to this article. The article by Ryan Knutson
was published in the Wall Street Journal on
August 3rd. The title of the article is “Millennial
TV Viewers Discover Miracle Gadget: the
Antenna.”
Dan Sisco has discovered a technology that
allows him to access half a dozen major TV
channels, completely free. “I was just kind of
surprised that this is technology that exists,” says
Mr. Sisco, 28 years old. “It’s been awesome.” It
doesn’t log out and it doesn’t skip.”
Let’s hear a round of applause for TV antennas,
often called “rabbit ears,” a technology invented
roughly seven decades ago, long before there was
even a cord to be cut, which had been consigned to
the technology trash can along with cassette tapes
and the VCRs.
The antenna is mounting a quiet comeback,
propelled by a generation that never knew life
before cable television, and who primarily watch
Netflix, Hulu and HBO via the Internet. Sales of
all antenna types in the U.S. are projected to rise
7% in 2017 to nearly 8 million units, according
to the Consumer Technology Association, a trade
group.
Mr. Sisco, an M.B.A. student in Provo, Utah, had
his epiphany in 2014 after inviting friends over to
watch the Super Bowl. The online stream he found
to watch the game didn’t have regular commercials
– disappointing half of his guests who were only
interested in the ads.
“An antenna was not even on my radar,” he says.
He went on line and discovered he could buy one
for $20 and watch major networks like ABC, NBC,
Fox and CBS free.
There is typically no need to climb on a rooftop.
While some indoor antennas still look like oldfashion rabbit ears, many modern antennas are
thin sheets that can be hidden behind a flat screen
TV or hung like a picture frame.
Many consumers still aren’t getting the signal.
Carlos Villalobos, 21, who was selling tube shaped
digital antennas at a swap meet in San Diego
recently, says consumers often ask if his $20 to $25
product are legal. “They don’t trust me when I say
that these are actually free local channels,”

Earlier this year, he got an earful from a woman
who didn’t get it. “She was mad,” he recalls. “She
says, ‘No, you can’t live in America for free, what
you are talking about?’”
Almost a third of Americans (29%) are
unaware local TV is available free, according
to a June survey by the National Association
of Broadcasters, an industry trade group. Most
consumers have switched to cable television, which
includes many more channels and costs upward to
$100 a month.
Since the dawn of television, however, major
networks have broadcast signals over the airwaves
– and still do today. The service is free after buying
an antenna, indoor or outdoor, and plugging it into
your television.
Much of the confusion dates to federal legislation
that required broadcasters to stop sending analog
signals in 2009 and shift to high-definition
digital transmissions. The change meant old TV’s
wouldn’t get broadcasts, forcing those who wanted
free signals to by new televisions or converter
boxes.
Scott Wills, a wireless industry executive living
in the San Francisco Bay Area, worked for over a
year on the legislation that started the transition.
Mr. Willis discussed his work extensively with his
son, who was almost a teenager at the time.
About a decade later, Mr. Willis had a hunch
many people, especially young people, thought the
transition simply killed TV signals, rather than
made them better. He asked his son, “His answer
was, ‘Dad, you should know better than anyone
that there’s no broadcast TV!’” Mr. Willis recalls,
“He thought broadcast TV went away.”
His son, Hunter, now 24, and living in Chicago,
says he mostly watches Netflix. “I had no idea,” he
said of broadcast’s continued existence. “I’m still
not even that familiar with the concept.”
The Federal Communications Commission spent
millions on a campaign to educate the public about
the digital TV transmission. And Congress set
aside more than $2 billion to help consumers pay
for converters, but the focus was largely on older
people who already used antennas.
William Lake oversaw the agency’s effort. A few
years later, when he offered to buy an antenna for
one of his daughters, then in her early 20’s, he said *
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she had no idea what he was talking about. “She
thought it was some modern satellite service or
something,” the former FCC official says.
In 2013, during a congressional hearing about
the satellite television industry, the discussion
turned to a contract dispute that temporally left
Time Warner able subscribers unable to watch
CBS.
“Can I make one point?” asked Gerard Waldron,
an attorney who testified on behalf of the National
Association of Broadcasters. “I just want to
emphasize that broadcast is free, over the air
service. During the so-called blackout, the service
was available 100% of the time. I realize that some
people might not have antennas, or some people
might have reception problems, but I do want to
emphasize. . .“
“So I could have seen CBS if I had rabbit ears?”
Congress woman Karen Bass (D-California)
interjected. “I don’t think people knew that.” A

spokesman for Representative Bass said she was
aware TV antennas existed, just not that the
station was still broadcast during a cable blackout.
Richard Schneider, founder of the Saint Louis
manufacturing company, Antennas Direct, says his
occupation results in awkward small talk. “If I’m
at a party and I tell people what I do for a living,
they’ll say, “That’s still a thing? “I’d think you’d be
out of business by now.”
When he started selling antennas as a hobby
more than fifteen years ago, he only expected to
sell a few hundred per year. He says he sold 75,000
in June. Even the latest high-definition flat screen
TV’s need an antenna to get free broadcasts.
Until the word gets out, Michelle Herrick, 39,
a photographer in Phoenix who learned about
antennas from her mother, will likely have to keep
explaining the system to puzzled guests. “Everyone
I talked to, they had no idea,” she said.

ABCD EFG HIJK LMNOP QRS
TUV WXY ZED. Yup, Zed.

M

y Dad, Victor, had a French-speaking,
French-Canadian immigrant father and a
German-speaking, German-immigrant mother,
both of whom said the final letter of the American
English Alphabet as “Zed”.
My Mom, Madeline, was the oldest child of
Norwegian and English immigrants to the US
and Canada, and she usually said “Zee”. But
sometimes for her it was also Zed, especially as she
practiced her Norwegian and German language
skills. Those European and Germanic language
roots were strong in both of my parents’ linguistic
backgrounds.
Victor was a pharmaceutical research chemist,
and always had interests in science and
international shortwave radio. He shared them
with me. In his profession, and in shortwave radio,
the last letter is always said as Zed (it still is in
international pronunciations) to distinguish it from
the spoken letters B, C, D, E, G, P, T, and V, and
the number 3.
By the way, International Morse Code for Zed or
Z is dah-dah-di-dit. Thinking of it as “Dadda did
it.” makes a convenient way for me to remember
the code...and my Dad, Victor.
Mom’s Zee and Dad’s Zed taught me that there
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are differences in the world, and that different
points of view, different approaches to life,
can indeed work out well for over 65 years of
marriage...and more.
When we have a chance, remind me to discuss
other differences that people can have, and yet still
get along. We’ll list them all, from A to Zed!

ZED
Around the world, when ZEE is said
In most alphabets,
Folks say ZED.
Dah-dah-di-dit.
That’s ZED in Morse.
When said as a word,
It’s ZED, of course.
If you say ZEE, it sounds like B.
And C and D and E and G,
As well as P and T and V and 3.
So the world --mostly-- says it as ZED.
Of course!
‘Cuz it’s Dah-da-di-dit.
That’s ZED in Morse!

on to your driving and avoid climbing ladders

Harry Temple

The Man Behind the Drawings
This article is being reprinted from Railroad Magazine, circa 1940’s, courtesy of Railfan Magazine

H

arry C. Temple, railroad artist, painted
occasional front covers for Railroad
Magazine. He also created numerous illustrations
for the Railfan magazine feature, Back in the
Days. Harry was born in 1881 at Perry, Ohio, in a
house in back of the Lake Shore station, where his
father, Murray
A. Temple,
was operator.
Eventually
there were six
ops in that
family: the
father, three
brothers and
two sons,
including
Harry.
In 1882, the
family moved
to Packertown,
Indiana, an
unsettled
community on
the New York,
Chicago & St.
Louis Railroad
(Nickle Plate).
At that time,
the only
buildings in
“town” were the
railroad depot
and a doghouse.
Murray’s job
was to open
up the place
as Agent. Later, he worked for the Nickle Plate at
Berlin Heights, Ohio, and then other places. When
Harry died, at age 92, he was the oldest member of
the Order of Railroad Telegraphers (ORT).
Harry and his brothers used to run their father’s
office. At age 17, Harry worked at the Nickel Plate
“extra board” at Buffalo and Chicago and way
stations. In leisure moments, he drew caricatures
of railroad men he knew.

Chief Dispatcher, H.H. Schalk, saw one of Harry’s
drawings and was so impressed with the lad’s skill
that he called Harry into his office and put him to
making drawings of the third trick in the division
point offices at Conneaut, Ohio, with the idea of
ultimately making him a train dispatcher. Harry
was then 19.
At age 22,
Harry was
given a threemonth leave
of absence
to attend
Cleveland
Art School to
develop his
talent. Later,
W.L. Blair, the
Nickel Plate
superintendent
of telegraph,
sent the young
artist to Fort
Wayne, Indiana
to work in the
dispatcher’s
office.
Harry’s
last railroad
job was in
Cleveland,
Ohio. He
finally quit
the telegraph
key and joined
the art staff of
the Cleveland
Plain Dealer newspaper. Harry had devoted most
of his time to drawing and painting, but he never
forgot his first love—the iron trail. Harry lived
his final years in Woodstock, N.Y., where he spent
much of his time hanging around railroad stations,
signal towers, and other spots which reminded him
of his great days as a telegraph operator.
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J. Chris Hausler’s

Book & Movie

ReviewS
R

ecently another
MTC member
recommended the book,
40 Years on the Yukon
Telegraph by Guy
Lawrence, so I acquired
a copy. As I began to read
it I got a sense of deja vu.
Probably about 15 years
ago I had acquired a copy
from a local used book
seller but had since lost
track of it in my “files”
and had forgotten it. So
anyway, now I have two
copies. The book is an
autobiography of its author who as a young man was
brought from London, England to western Canada
by his father to help him participate in the Yukon
gold rush. Having the usual lack of success of such
prospectors, the father eventually returned to England
but the young man seeing the possibility of adventure
in this new land remained behind.
The book starts with this background, including a
number of itinerant jobs he held from time to time
leading up to his employment by the Yukon Telegraph.
He began with them as a lineman but eventually
learned the code and became an operator. Although
expecting, as many did, to remain just long enough
to get a grub stake, instead, liking the work he
remained in their employ, although not continuously,
for the rest of his working career. Some of the detail
in the book comes from a diary he kept from mid 1903
through mid 1908. In addition to relating the day-today activities of his working life, the author mentions
many of his co-workers and other associates, naming
them and discussing their activities and personalities.
In addition he describes events going on around him
at the time, the land booms and busts, various mining
activities, transportation issues, both land and water
and interactions with the native Indians, and how he
personally related to each.
His life as described was filled with many of
the hardships of living up in the cold north out on
the lonely frontiers of civilization. That said, he
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never seems to complain, rather seeing it all as an
adventure, both as it happened and as he later related
it in this book. There are a number of contemporary
photographs in the book. The book was first published
in the mid 1960’s but published again in 1990. Copies
are readily available from Amazon for well less than
$20. I have found some sites from which you can
apparently download this book for free but question
whether you might also be downloading something you
do not want on your computer along with it so I will
not recommend them.

T

he second book
I’m reviewing is,
Harry Bedwell, Last
of the Great Railroad
Storytellers by Frank P.
Donovan, published in
1959. Bedwell passed away
quite suddenly on October
4, 1955. I’m sure most of
you know that Bedwell is
best known for creating
the fictional railroad
telegrapher Eddie Sand
in quite a number of short
stories written mostly in
the 1930’s and 40’s for
Railroad Magazine. But he
also wrote stories around
other fictional railroad characters and appeared in
several other magazines including, The Saturday
Evening Post as well. I’m sure most of you also know
that Harry himself was a railroad telegraph operator
and station agent though much of his early life, only
seriously transitioning to storytelling at the beginning
of the depression when railroad work was hard to
come by.
The book begins with author Donovan traveling
to Bedwell’s birthplace and boyhood home,
Kellerton, IA, by train in 1957. He arrived in
Chariton, IA on the Rock Island’s, “Twin Star
Rocket” where he boarded a way freight on the
Burlington going toward Kellerton. On the way he
traveled through quite a number of small towns that
he names, including some the young Bedwell worked

*
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at as an operator. The author notes that although
the launch of Sputnik had just occurred, this line
remained a lot like it had been in back in Bedwell’s
day. Looking at Google satellite view I can still find
some vestiges of this ROW but the tracks have been
gone for decades. Many of us would give up a fortune
to be able to take this trip by rail today.
Harry, finding his family’s farming business not
that attractive, got his start in railroading probably
because the local agent, Dan Cadagan, boarded at
the Bedwell’s. Bedwell honored Cadagan by making
him a passenger conductor in my favorite Eddie Sand
story, “Christmas Comes to the Prairie Central”. With
Cadagan’s help Harry, while performing all the usual
chores of a station helper, was introduced to the duties
of a station agent and telegrapher. He then got his
start in the tiny town of Andover, MO, moving then
to the more important site of Leon, IA, a junction of
several branches, where Bedwell got to experience his
first real railroad “adventure”. This was the beginning
of many adventures for the young man rapidly
teaching him the “art” of railroading as well as the
“craft” and which eventually provided fodder for his
many railroad stories.
The book goes on to detail a number of these
adventures and how they became the gist for Bedwell’s
stories. In addition to Cadagan, Bedwell honored other
railroad friends by making them, sometimes with
their names somewhat altered, characters in these
tales. Thus the many fictional stories Bedwell penned

O

were frequently based on actual occurrences, with the
names and locations changed to protect the “guilty”.
Bedwell was also careful to check with railroaders of
other persuasions when the situations he described in
his tales were outside his experiences as an agent. He
quickly learned that railroaders, the primary audience
for these stories, would not excuse unrealistic action
and behavior. They wanted their railroading, even if
fictional, straight and true.
The book notes that Bedwell’s passing moved the
telegrapher poet, Charles D. Dulin to write in his
honor:
The bay is silent; not a click
Intrudes upon my somber mood
As I begin the graveyard trick
in sorrow’s realm of solitude.
Although the Morse will weave its themes
in singing brass, the veteran hand
Will always be, in pleasant dreams,
That booming brother, Eddie Sand.
I won’t spoil the rest of the book by describing it
further. Both original copies and reprints can be
purchased from the usual sources, Amazon has them
available, but it can also be downloaded for free from
the Internet Archive at: https://archive.org/details/
harrybedwelllast010875mbp .
I thoroughly enjoyed both of these books and think
that you will too!

A CANADIAN IN THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

ne of the most celebrated Canadians in the
American Civil War was a telegrapher from
the Ottawa Valley named George A. Ellsworth.
George was known by his nickname “Lightning”.
He used telegraphy to disrupt Union activities
to help Confederate General John unt Morgan.
During Morgan’s cavalry raids throughout
Kentucky. A large part of the General’s successes
were due to Ellsworth’s telegraph fabrications sent
to Union stations so that the Feds didn’t know
where General Morgan was located and what he
was going to do next. Ellsworth became the bestknown telegrapher by both sides in the war.
Ellsworth was complicit in a raid where General
Morgan and his men seized a train with 24
freight cars laden with Union supplies. Morgan,
beforehand, captured the Union regimental
commander Col. William Boone. Ellsworth and

a companion burst into the railroad station
where Boone was captured and asked the station
telegrapher when the train with the Union
supplies was due. The Union officials on the
train received a train order from the station and
were suspicious and stopped the train at another
station. Ellsworth heard the telegraph about this
and got on the wire cancelling the order, giving
the train clearance to proceed. When the train
arrived, General Morgan’s men were ready to
seize the supplies.
Ellsworth was injured with a shot in his ankle,
in a pistol-fight with a Union soldier. He was later
captured, along with General Morgan and his men,
when Morgan violated instructions not to cross
the Ohio River. He survived the war, but never
returned to Canada.
(Info from the Readers’ Digest)
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“30” Silent Keys

News of our brothers and sisters who have closed the key
Members at Large GC Chapter

Maple Leaf ON Chapter

Russ Weaver, age 79, passed away on June 25,
2017. He was born in Carroll, Iowa on September
16, 1938. Russ grew up on a farm near there.
When Russ graduated from high school, he went
to Chicago with a classmate. They both got jobs as
tower men with the Chicago and Western Indiana
Railroad. Russ went on to learn telegraphy and
then got a telegraph job at Dearborn Station in
Downtown Chicago, while still with the Chicago
& Western Indiana Railroad. He worked for
the railroad for ten years. During that time,
he attended night school at DeVry Technical
Institute to learn electronics. After graduation
from DeVry, Russ left the railroad to work in the
electronics field. Although he worked for 28 years
in electronics, his first love was still the railroad.
When Russ retired, he traveled throughout the
United States. Most of his travels included
historic railroad depots, railroad museums, and of
course, train trips.

Neville Robert Mulvihill, age 93, of Stony
Creek, Ontario, passed away on August 8, 2017
at Shalom Manor at Grimsby, ON. He was born
on September 22, 1923 and was raised in Fort
William, Ontario. On October 9, 1942, Neville
enlisted in the Canadian Armed Forces. After
completing Wireless School, he became a Flying
Officer/Wireless Operator in Canada and Overseas
Theatres of Service. He flew on Halifax 4 Engine
aircrafts, Boston 2 Engine aircrafts and Liberator
4 Engine Bombers. Neville honorably served in
the Royal Canadian Air Force until September 12,
1945.
After the war, he began his career with the
Canadian Pacific Railroad (CPR), where he began
as an Operator in Franz, Ontario. He later
transferred to the Sudbury District, where he
worked with the CPR as a Dispatcher. He retired
on February 1, 1984 and moved to Stoney Creek,
Ontario to be close to his family. During his
retirement, Neville also enjoyed golfing and lawn
bowling. He was predeceased by his wife Lois.

Thanks to Jean Weaver, wife of Russ, for
this interesting information.
Winnipeg WG Chapter
Eugene Prusak of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada,
passed away in August 2017.

Thanks to Cindy Bolton, daughter of Eugene,
for this brief notice.

Thanks to Don Laycock, SecretaryTreasurer of the Maple Leaf Chapter for
this information.

Roy A. Geldart of West Vancouver, Canada passed
away on December 16, 2016. [Chapter??]

?

Thanks to Kristine Love, Senior Trust
Officer at Solus Trust Company Limited,
for this brief notice.

DO YOU KNOW?

Do you know who Luigi Galvani was and what he is known for?

L

uigi Galvani (1737-1798) was an Italian physician, physist, biologist, and philosopher. He is
recognized for his extraordinary pioneering work on the nature of electricity in animal tissue. His
work led to the electric battery. Today we know that the human brain functions at 70mV.
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Telegraphy is featured
at the Newseum

Much of this information was originally published in the summer-fall 2003 issue of Dots & Dashes.
This article updates that decade old information

T

he museum of news, cleverly called the
Newseum, celebrated its grand opening in
2007. This beautiful modern building, now ten
years old, is located on the National Mall on
Pennsylvania Avenue. Here is why you should visit
the Newseum:
It would be hard for a museum dedicated to news
to overplay the impact of telegraphy on the news
business. Telegraphy put the “new” in news like no
other transmission method ever before had done.
The original Newseum opened in 1997 in
Arlington, Virginia. On display in the history
gallery were historic telegraph instruments
on loan from MTC member Roger Reinke, now
deceased.
When the Newseum decided to build a larger
facility on the National Mall, telegraphy was given
a high priority. The original Newseum in Arlington
closed in 2002 in preparation for its grand opening
in the new building on Pennsylvania Avenue in
Washington in 2007.
Included in the 215,000 square foot, grander and
larger Newseum, are more telegraph instruments
from the amazing collection of Brother Reinke.

Also included as part of an updated exhibit are
state-of-the-art High Definition television videos.
The Newseum television production crew spent
two days, July 23 & 24, 2003, capturing the
essence of telegraphy on HD video to project for
the thousands of annual Newseum visitors.
On July 23rd, 2003, Newseum Television
Producer, Marcus Harton, a WA Chapter MTC
member, and Director of Photography, Tom Haller,
spent the entire day at Roger Reinke’s home in
Alexandria, Virginia. Many hours there were spent
setting up and filming a series of videos. Reinke
patiently repeated the process of winding and
restarting the spring powered Morse register as
it received the famous “What Hath God Wrought”
message.
Haller meticulously documented the workings
of Reinke’s Morse register using a special two foot
long “borescope” lens to record extreme close-ups.
The resulting video, now shown in the Newseum,
helps visitors understand the workings of the
actual key and register, which are on display there.
On the following day, July 24th, the Newseum
television crew, Marcus and Tom, set up their *
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many lights, tripods and High Definition television
camera at the historic railroad museum in old
Bowie, Maryland. The historic freight building was
used as the backdrop.
MTC member, Ashley Kelley, museum tour guide,
now deceased, arranged with his boss, Museum
Director Stephen Patrick, for the use of the
museum for the day.
Two MTC members wore authentic Civil
War telegraphers’ attire as they reenacted that
shocking telegraph message of April 14, 1865
that President Lincoln had been shot. Historic
telegraph keys and authentic sounders ticked out
the message heard round the world.
In this video, the current President of the
MTC WA Chapter, Hubert Jewell, transmitted
the fateful message from his recreated post
in Washington, DC. He used Phillips Code
abbreviations and the American Morse code as
he pounded out his important dispatch at a speed
of about 25 words per minute. A former railroad
telegraph operator and current Baptist minister,
Hubert Jewell, proved that he still had the magic
touch!
The receiving telegrapher, your current Dots &
Dashes editor, Jim Wilson, translated the output of
his sounder using a replica Civil War pencil.
The video camera followed close-up as Wilson
copied onto paper the shocking news about
President Lincoln. Wilson sat at his recreated post
in New York City, representing Associated Press
correspondent, Laurence Gobright.
The Newseum used the Gobright message
to provide the most authentic and accurate

demonstration of telegraphy for preservation by
the Newseum for public education. What a thrill
you, the viewer, will experience upon seeing the
Lincoln message come to life in High Definition
images!
The Gobright dispatch was ideal because it was
entered into print type just as it had been received
in the New York Daily Tribune’s April 15, 1865
edition. This was the standard practice of the day.
Newseum television producer, Marcus Harton,
prepared for this reenactment by translating the
Gobright dispatch into Phillips code. Because
Marcus was unsuccessful in finding a source of
Phillips code abbreviations from the mid-1860,
he used the Phillips Code 1879 vintage. This
was to show the public that telegraphers used
abbreviations to speed the transmission of news.
The Newseum is a project of the Freedom Forum,
based in Arlington, Virginia. It is a nonpartisan
foundation dedicated to a free press, free speech,
and free spirit for all people. The foundation
focuses on three priorities: 1) the Newseum, 2) the
First Amendment and 3) newsreel diversity.
The Freedom Forum funds the Newseum,
which is an interactive museum of news, the First
Amendment Center, and the Diversity Institute.
The Freedom Forum was established in 1991
under the direction of Founder Allen Neuharth
as successor to a foundation started in 1935 by
newspaper publisher Frank Gannett. But the
Freedom Forum is not affiliated with Gannett
Company. Its work is supported by income from an
endowment of diversified assets.

TRAIN DISPATCHER
DIES IN HALIFAX
EXPLOSION
O

n Dec. 6, 1917, a dreadful explosion took place in
Halifax. Nova Scotia when the ship Mont Blanc,
loaded with munitions, was struck by a Belgian relief
ship, the Imo. The force of the explosion killed 1,500
directly, and hundreds died afterwards.
Vincent Coleman, a train dispatcher, was credited
with saving hundreds of lives by stopping trains
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bound for Halifax, but lost his life doing so. He worked
at Richmond Station, which was just 750 feet from the
blast. His message to the trains was:
“HOLD UP THE TRAIN. MUNITIONS SHIP ON
FIRE AND MAKING FOR PIER 6. GOODBYE BOYS”
He knew he was facing death in the face. He died
instantly after the blast. His actions were truly heroic!

on to your driving and avoid climbing ladders

House Track Want Ad Section

For Morse Telegraph Club Members

AVAILABLE: Book Tales of the
American Telegraph. Issue #3
includes a photo layout. John B.
Ryan, 11017 E. Sprague Avenue,
Spokane, WA 99206.
WANTED: Re-enactors for Locust
Grove, the Samuel Morse Historic Site
in Poughkeepsie, NY. Please contact
Andrew Stock, Curator of Education
and Public Programs at a.stock@
morsehistoricsite.org or (845) 4544500 x13 if you are a Signal Corps
re-enactor who may be interested in
participation in history of telegraphy,
including the annual Civil War
weekend.
AVAILABLE: I can duplicate small
wooden resonator boxes for both 4
ohm and 30 ohm main line sounders.
You will varnish or paint these to suit
your desires. The cost is $25 each.
Milton Hegwood, 206 Kleven Avenue,
Culbertson, NE 69024, telephone
(308) 278-2152
AVAILABLE: Period attire for
telegraph operators of any era.
Authentic reproduction hand crafted
clothing will be made to your exact
fit by a certified seamstress at
reasonable prices. Several MTC
members already have attire provided
by this talented and well educated
lady. Contact Valerie Mathers at (410)
768-3162.
AVAILABLE: Pen & ink railroad
drawings on stretched canvas, frame
print, art print and greeting cards.
See these on the website of Dots
& Dashes member Peter Hamel at
Peter Hamel Fine Art American.com.
Telephone (705) 472-8860.

AVAILABLE: Crests, “Order of
Railroad Telegraphers” with emblem
in the center, $12 each. Email Mary
Roy at terttu@shaw.ca or mail Mary
at 3874 Winlake Crescent, Burnaby,
BC V5A 2G5, telephone (604) 4201292.
AVAILABLE: Vintage Rule Books of
North American Railroads, at least
30 volumes, as far back in time as
1890. To purchase this valuable set
of historic documents, call, e-mail, or
write to James Gaw at 54 Colonial
Drive in Kemptville, Ontario, Canada
K0G 1J0, j.gaw@bell.net, or (613)
258-0243
AVAILABLE: Old telegraph and
railroad books. For a list of these
items, send a SASE to Eugene Wood,
104 Sunset, Madill, OK 73446.
(Eugene doees not have an email
address).
AVAILABLE: “Morse code machine”
and old billing forms from the estate
of Jack Griffin. Phone Kay Griffin
at (321) 231-0447 or write to Kay at
12239 Montevista Road, Clermont,
Florida 34711.
AVAILABLE: RR car passes & trip
passes, also old Union (ORT) cards,
(some over 100 years old), Postal &
Western Union paper items and some
WU copied on RR telegram blanks.
Send a SASE for a list to Gene Wood,
104 Sunset, Madill, Oklahoma 73462051

AVAILABLE: Book titled Principles
of Telegraphy by the Department
of the Navy. Teletype – Printing
Telegraph Systems. Description and
Adjustments, Signal Distribution Test
Set Teletype – general description
and theory or operation for Model 28
printers. Teletype Adjustments (2)
Type Bar Printer Page Printer Models
15 & 20. Maintenance Track Bulletin
#248. Parts Transmitter Distributor
Bulletin 1041. Tele printer Circuits
and Equipment by the U.S. Army.
Call Hubert Jewell at (540) 423-1014
and make him an offer on these rare
items
WANTED: Old telegraph keys to be
restored. I restore vintage telegraph
keys from the 1800’s to the turn of the
century, no cheap or contemporary
keys and you must have all of the
major parts. No steel lever Triumph
keys please. Send me a photograph
of your key and I will get you an
estimate of the cost to restore it.
Edward D. Biter, Jr., 320 Walker
Road in Dover, Delaware 19904.
WANTED: A Vaughn automatic
telegraph instrument which runs off a
reel to reel tape recorder. This gadget
causes the sounder to click away with
no operator present. Years ago, Sid
Vaughn, a professor from Iowa, made
a batch of these. If you have one
available, I would like to purchase
it from you. Donald Mahoney
Telephone (608) 444-0898, 1237 North
Westfield Road in Madison, WI 53717.

AVAILABLE: Book. Hubert Jewell,
President of the WashingtonBaltimore Chapter, offers us his
biography titled, Working on the
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
Railroad. This book is chalked full of
facts and descriptions of railroading
and of Morse code communications.
Hubert’s book is available from the
RF&P Historical Society, Inc. PO Box
9097, Fredericksburg, VA 22403-9097
or from the web site www.frandp.org.
The price is only $25.15 postage paid.
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Keep in Touch...
Your participation in Dots & Dashes is important.
We need your stories, club news, announcements
and reminisces to keep it lively and interesting for
everyone.
Jim Wilson
Editor
Dots & Dashes
2742 Southern Hills Court
North Garden, Virginia 22959
Tel: 434-245-7041
E-mail: telegraphjim@gmail.com
For membership changes, address updates,
dues and other information dealing with
membership or with chapter operation,
contact your local Chapter Secretary or:
Richard Williams
International Secretary-Treasurer
PO Box 181591, Coronado, CA 92178
runnerrichard@hotmail.com
(703) 407-7461
Please do not send address changes for
Dots & Dashes, dues renewals, etc., to the
Editor. All mailing lists and membership
rosters are prepared through the office
of the International Secretary.
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Ham Radio Web Sites
For those of you who are amateur
radio operators, here are four current
web sites that I find useful:

www.arnewsline.org
www.usrepeaters.com
www.qth.com
www.qrz.com

Notices & Invitations
Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.
Dial-Up Information
U.S. (KB) HUB
1-269-697-4506/4508/4513
(Michigan-Ace Holman)
CANADIAN (HN) HUB
1-888-822-3728 (toll free)
MORSE KOB PROGRAM
on the web at www.morsekob.org
DUES
U.S. First Class postage $20.00
E-mail delivery $12.00
Canadian is now by chapter
Foreign Air Mail postage $26.00

